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In order to realize the function of amplification, the transformer may appear to be a potential 

device. However, in a transformer, though there is magnification of input voltage or current, the 

power required for the load has to be drawn from the source driving the input of the transformer. 

The output power is always less than the input power due to the losses in the core and windings. 

The situation in amplification is that the input source is not capable of supplying appreciable 

power. Hence the functional block meant for amplification should not draw any power from the 

input source but should deliver finite out power to the load. 

Thus the functional block required should have input power 
Pi = Vi Ii = 0 

And give the output 
P0 = V0 I0 = finite 

 
Such a functional block is called an ideal amplifier, which is shown in Fig.1 below. 

 

Power gain is G = P0/Pi 

 
The power gain of an ideal amplifier being infinite may sound like witchcraft in that something 

can be produced from nothing. The real fact is that the ideal amplifier requires dc input power. It 

converts dc power to ac power without any demand on the signal source to supply the power for 

the load. 

 

 

 

 

CLASSIFICATION OF AMPLIFIERS: 



 
Amplifiers are classified in many ways based on different criteria as given below. 

I In terms of frequency range: 
1. DC amplifiers. (0 Hz to 20 Hz) 
2. Audio amplifiers (20 Hz to 20 KHz) 
3. Radio frequency amplifiers (Few KHz to hundreds of KHz) 
4. Microwave amplifiers (In the range of GHz) 
5. Video amplifiers (Hundreds of GHz) 

II In terms of signal strength: 

1. Small signal amplifiers. 

2. Large signal mplifiers 

III.  In terms of  coupling: 

 
1. Direct coupling. 
2. Resistance  capacitance (RC) coupling. 
3. Transformer coupling. 

 
IV. In terms of parameter: 

 
1. Voltage amplifiers. 
2. Current amplifiers. 
3. Power amplifiers. 

 
V. In terms of biasing condition: 

 
1. Class A amplifier 
2. Class B amplifier 
3. Class AB amplifier 
4. Class C amplifier. 

 
VI. In terms of tuning: 

 
1. Single tuned amplifier 
2. Double tuned amplifier 
3. Stagger tuned amplifier. 

 
DECIBEL NOTATION: 

 
The power gain of an amplifier is expressed as the ratio of the output power to the input power. 

When we have more than one stage of amplification i.e. when the output of one stage becomes 

the input to the next stage, the overall gain has to be obtained by multiplying the gains of the 



individual stages. When large numbers are involved, this calculation becomes cumbersome. 

Also, when we have passive coupling networks between amplifier stages, there will be 

attenuation of the signal that is gain less than unity. To find the overall gain of a typical 

multistage amplifier such as the one given below. 

 
We have to multiply the various gains and attenuations. Moreover, when we wish to plot the 
gain of an amplifier versus frequency, using large numbers for plotting is not convenient. Hence 
it has been the practice to use a new unit called the decibel (usually abbreviated as dB) for 
measuring the power gain of a four terminal network. The power gain in decibels is given by 

 
          G = 10 log10 P0 / Pi  dB 

 
This new notation is also significant in the field of acoustics as the response of the human 

ear to sound intensity is found to be following this logarithmic pattern. The overall gain in 

decibel notation can be obtained for the amplifier gain of the figure1 by simply adding the 

decibel gains of the individual networks. If any network attenuates the signal, the gain will be 

less than the unity and the decibel gain will be negative. Thus the overall gain for the 

amplifier chain shown above is given by 

Overall gain = 10  6 + 30  10 + 20 = 44 dB 
The absolute power level of the output of an amplifier is sometimes specified in dBm, i.e. 

decibels with reference to a standard power power level, which is usually, 1 Mw dissipated in a 

600  load. Therefore, if an amplifier has 100 Mw, its power level in dBm is equal to 10 log 

100/1 = 20 dBm. 

MULTISTAGE AMPLIFIERS: 
 

amplifier stages are cascaded (connected one after another) to provide greater output Such an 

arrangement is known as multistage amplifier Though the basic purpose of this arrangement is 

increase the overall gain, many new problems as a consequence of this, are to be taken care. For 

e.g. problems such as the interaction between stages due to impedance mismatch, cumulative 

hum & noise etc. 

 



DISTORTION IN AMPLIFIERS: 

 
In any amplifier, ideally the output should be a faithful reproduction of the input. This is called 

fidelity. Of course there could be changes in the amplitude levels. However in practice this never 

happens. The output waveform tends to be different from the input. This is called as the 

distortion. The distortion may arise either from the inherent non  linearity in the transistor 

characteristics or from the influence of the associated circuit. 

 
The distortions are classified as: 

 
1. Non  linear or amplitude distortion 
2. Frequency distortion 
3. Phase distortion 
4. Inter modulation distortion 

NON  LINEAR DISTORTION: 

 
This is produced when the operation is over the non-linear part of the transfer characteristics of 

the transistor. (A plot between output v/s input is called as the transfer characteristics). Since the 

amplifier amplifies different parts of the input differently. For example, there can be 

compression of the positive half cycle and expansion of the negative half cycle. Sometimes, the 

waveform can become clipped also. (Flattening at the tips). Such a deviation from linear 

amplification produces frequencies in the output, which are not originally present in the output. 

Harmonics (multiples) of the input signal frequency are present in the output. The percentage 

harmonic distortion for the nth 

Harmonic is given by 

 
Dn = An (amplitude of the n the harmonic)  100% 

 
A1(amplitude of the fundamental) 

And the total harmonic distortion by 

DT = 
 

Where D2, D3    are harmonic components. 

D 2  D 2        D 2
 2 3 n 



A distortion factor meter measures the total distortion. The spectrum or wave analyzer can be 

used to measure the amplitude of each harmonic. 

FREQUENCY DISTORTION: 

 
A practical signal is usually complex (containing many frequencies). Frequency distortion occurs 

when the different frequency components in the input signal are amplified differently. This is  

due to the various frequency dependent reactances (capacitive & inductive) present in the circuit 

or the active devices (BJT or FET). 

PHASE DISTRIBUTION: 

 
This occurs due to different frequency components of the input signal suffering different phase 

shifts. The phase shifts are also due to reactive effects and the active devices. This causes 

problems in TV picture reception. To avoid this amplifier phase shift should be proportional to 

the frequency. 

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION: 

 
The harmonics introduced in the amplifier can combine with each other or with the original 

frequencies to produce new frequencies to produce new frequencies that are not harmonics of the 

fundamental. This is called inter modulation distortion. This distortion results in unpleasant 

hearing. 

 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF AN AMPLIFIER: 

 
Frequency response of an amplifier is a plot between gain & frequency. If the gain is constant 

(same) for all frequencies of the input signal, then this plot would be a flat line. But this never 

happens in practice. 

 
As explained earlier, there are different reactive effects present in the amplifier circuit and the 

active devices used. Infact there are external capacitors used for blocking, capacitors etc. Also, in 

tuned amplifiers, resonant LC circuits are connected in the collector circuits of the amplifier to 

get narrow band amplification around the resonant frequencies. 

 
Fig below shows a frequency response of a typical amplifier. 



                            
 

Where Amid = mid band voltage gain (in dB) 

 
fL = Lower cut  off frequency. (in Hz) 

fH = Upper cut - off frequency (in Hz) 

Usually the frequency response of an amplifier is divided into three regions. (i) The mid band 

region or flat region, over which the gain is constant (ii) The lower frequency region. Here the 

amplifier behaves like a high pass filter, which is shown below. 

 

 
 

At high frequencies, the reactance of C1 will be small & hence it acts as a short without any 

attenuation (reduction in signal voltage) (iii) In the high frequency region above mid band, the 

circuit often behaves like the low pass filter as shown below. 
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As the frequency is increased, the reactance of C2 decreases. Hence more voltage is dropped 

across Rs and less is available at the output. Thus the voltage gain of the amplifier decreases at 

high frequencies. 

LOW FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 

 
In the frequency below the mid band, the High pass filter as shown above can approximate the 

amplifier. This is equal to 3 dB in log scale. For higher frequencies f >> fL, AL tends to unity. 

Hence, the magnitude of AVL falls of to 70.7 % of the mid band value at f = fL, Such a frequency 

is called the lower cut-off or lower 3 dB frequency. 

HIGH FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 

 
In the high frequency region, above the mid band , the amplifier stage can be approximated by 

the low pass circuit. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE PLOTS: 
 

The gain & phase plots versus frequency can be approximately sketched by using straight-line 

segments called asymptotes. Such plots are called Bode plots. Being in log scale, these plots are 

very convenient for evaluation of cascaded amplifiers. 

 

BANDWIDTH: 

 
The range of frequencies from fL to fH is called the bandwidth of the amplifier. The product of 

mid band gain and the 3dB Bandwidth of an amplifier is called the Gain-bandwidth product. It is 

figure of merit or performance measure for the amplifier. 



RC COUPLED AMPLIFIER: 
                                                   

Fig. (1) above shows a two stage RC coupled CE amplifier using BJTs where as fig.(2) shows 

the FET version. The resistors RC & RB ( = R1R2 / (R1 + R2 ) and capacitors CC form the coupling 

network. Because of this, the arrangement is called as RC coupled amplifier. The bypass 

capacitors CE (= CS) are used to prevent loss of amplification due to ve feedback. The junction 

capacitance Cj should be taken into account when high frequency operation is considered. 

When an ac signal is applied to the input of the I stage, it is amplified by the active device (BJT 

or FET) and appears across the collector resistor RC / drain resistor RD. this output signal is 

connected to the input of the second stage through a coupling capacitor CC. The second stage 

 In this way, the cascaded stages give a large output & 

the overall gain is equal to the product of this individual stage gains. 

 
ANALYSIS OF TWO STAGE RC COUPLED AMPLIFIER: 

 
This analysis is done using h parameter model. Assuming all capacitors are arbitrarily large and 

act as ac short circuits across RE. The dc power supply is also replaced by a short circuit. Their h 

parameter approximate models replace the transistors. 



ion 
 

 

 
The parallel combinat    of resistors R1 and R2 is replaced by a single stage resistor RB. 

RB = R1 || R2 = R1R2/ (R1 + R2) 

For finding the overall gain of the two stage amplifier, we must know the gains of the individual 

stages. 

Current gain (Ai2): 

 
Ai = - hfe / (1 + hoe RL) 

Neglecting hoe as it is very small, Ai = -hfe 

Input resistance (Ri2): 

We know that Ri = hie + hreAi RL 

Hence, Ri = hie and Ri2 = hie 

Voltage gain (Av2): 

We know that Av = Ai RL/ Ri 

 
Av2 = - hfe RC2 / Ri2 

Current gain (Ai1): 
Ai1 = -hfe 

 
Input resistance (Ri1): 

Ri1 = hie 

 



 

Voltage gain (Av1): 
AV = Ai RL / Ri1 

Here RL = RC1 || RB || Ri2 
AV1 = - hfe (RC1 || RB || Ri2 ) / Ri1 

Overall gain (Av ): 
AV = AV1 X AV2 

    

A Darlington Transistor -
consist of two NPN or PNP transistors connected together so that the emitter current of the first 
transistor TR1 becomes the base current of the second transistor TR2. Then transistor TR1 is 
connected as an emitter follower and TR2 as a common emitter amplifier as shown below. Also note 
that in this Darlington pair configuration, the collector current of the slave or control 
transistor, TR1 -phase  TR2. 

Basic Darlington Transistor Configuration 

 

 

Using the NPN Darlington pair as the example, the collectors of two transistors are connected 
together, and the emitter of TR1 drives the base of TR2. This configuration achieves  multiplication 
because for a Base current ib, the collector current is b where the current gain is greater than one, 
or unity and this is defined as: 

 But the base current, IB2 is equal to transistor TR1 emitter current, IE1 as the emitter of TR1 is 
connected to the base of TR2.  

This means that the overall current gain,  is given by the gain of the first transistor multiplied by 
the gain of the second transistor as the current gains of the two transistors multiply. In other words, a 
pair of bipolar transistors combined together to make a single Darlington transistor pair can be 
regarded as a single transistor with a very high value of  and consequently a high input resistance. 

 POWER AMPLIFIERS 

After the audio signal is converted into electrical signal, it has several voltage amplifications done, 
after which the power amplification of the amplified signal is done just before the loud speaker 
stage. This is clearly shown in the below figure. 



 
 

While the voltage amplifier raises the voltage level of the signal, the power amplifier raises the 
power level of the signal. Besides raising the power level, it can also be said that a power amplifier 
is a device which converts DC power to AC power and whose action is controlled by the input 
signal. 

The DC power is distributed according to the relation, 

DC power input = AC power output + losses 

Power Transistor 
For such Power amplification, a normal transistor would not do. A transistor that is manufactured 
to suit the purpose of power amplification is called as a Power transistor. 

A Power transistor differs from the other transistors, in the following factors. 

 It is larger in size, in order to handle large powers. 

 The collector region of the transistor is made large and a heat sink is placed at the collector-
base junction in order to minimize heat generated. 

 The emitter and base regions of a power transistor are heavily doped. 

 Due to the low input resistance, it requires low input power. 

Hence there is a lot of difference in voltage amplification and power amplification. So, let us now 
try to get into the details to understand the differences between a voltage amplifier and a power 
amplifier. 

Difference between Voltage and Power Amplifiers 
Let us try to differentiate between voltage and power amplifier. 

Voltage Amplifier 
The function of a voltage amplifier is to raise the voltage level of the signal. A voltage amplifier is 
designed to achieve maximum voltage amplification. 

The voltage gain of an amplifier is given by 

Av= (RcRin)  
The characteristics of a v  

  

 The resistance of the input resistor Rin should be low when compared to collector load RC. 

 The collector load RC should be relatively high. To permit high collector load, the voltage 
amplifiers are always operated at low collector current. 

 The voltage amplifiers are used for small signal voltages. 

 



Power Amplifier 
The function of a power amplifier is to raise the power level of input signal. It is required to deliver 
a large amount of power and has to handle large current. 

 

 
100) high. 

 The size of the transistor is made larger, in order to dissipate more heat, which is produced 
during transistor operation. 

 Transformer coupling is used for impedance matching. 

 Collector resistance is made low. 

The Power amplifiers amplify the power level of the signal. This amplification is done in the last 
stage in audio applications. The applications related to radio frequencies employ radio power 
amplifiers. But the operating point of a transistor, plays a very important role in determining the 
efficiency of the amplifier. The main classification is done based on this mode of operation. 

The classification is done based on their frequencies and also based on their mode of operation. 

Classification Based on Frequencies: 
Power amplifiers are divided into two categories, based on the frequencies they handle. They are as 
follows. 

 Audio Power Amplifiers  The audio power amplifiers raise the power level of signals that 
have audio frequency range (20 Hz to 20 KHz). They are also known as Small signal 
power amplifiers. 

 Radio Power Amplifiers 
power level of signals that have radio frequency range (3 KHz to 300 GHz). They are also 
known as large signal power amplifiers. 

Classification Based on Mode of Operation 
On the basis of the mode of operation, i.e., the portion of the input cycle during which collector 
current flows, the power amplifiers may be classified as follows. 

 Class A Power amplifier 
cycle of signal, the power amplifier is known as class A power amplifier. 

 Class B Power amplifier 
cycle of the input signal, the power amplifier is known as class B power amplifier. 

 Class C Power amplifier 
input signal, the power amplifier is known as class C power amplifier. 

There forms another amplifier called Class AB amplifier, if we combine the class A and class B 
amplifiers so as to utilize the advantages of both. 

Before going into the details of these amplifiers, let us have a look at the important terms that have 
to be considered to determine the efficiency of an amplifier. 



Terms Considering Performance 
The primary objective of a power amplifier is to obtain maximum output power. In order to achieve 
this, the important factors to be considered are collector efficiency, power dissipation capability and 
distortion. Let us go through them in detail. 

Collector Efficiency 
This explains how well an amplifier converts DC power to AC power. When the DC supply is 
given by the battery but no AC signal input is given, the collector output at such a condition is 
observed as collector efficiency. 

The collector efficiency is defined as 

=averagea.cpoweroutputaveraged.cpowerinputtotransistor
erinputtotransistor 

For example, if the battery supplies 15W and AC output power is 3W. Then the transistor 
efficiency will be 20%. 

The main aim of a power amplifier is to obtain maximum collector efficiency. Hence the higher the 
value of collector efficiency, the efficient the amplifier will be. 

Power Dissipation Capacity 
Every transistor gets heated up during its operation. As a power transistor handles large currents, it 
gets more heated up. This heat increases the temperature of the transistor, which alters the operating 
point of the transistor. 

So, in order to maintain the operating point stability, the temperature of the transistor has to be kept 
in permissible limits. For this, the heat produced has to be dissipated. Such a capacity is called as 
Power dissipation capability. 

Power dissipation capability can be defined as the ability of a power transistor to dissipate the 
heat developed in it. Metal cases called heat sinks are used in order to dissipate the heat produced in 
power transistors. 

Distortion 
A transistor is a non-linear device. When compared with the input, there occur few variations in the 
output. In voltage amplifiers, this problem is not pre-dominant as small currents are used. But in 
power amplifiers, as large currents are in use, the problem of distortion certainly arises. 

Distortion is defined as the change of output wave shape from the input wave shape of the 
amplifier. An amplifier that has lesser distortion, produces a better output and hence considered 
efficient. 

CLASS A POWER AMPLIFIER: 

We have already come across the details of transistor biasing, which is very important for the 
operation of a transistor as an amplifier. Hence to achieve faithful amplification, the biasing of the 
transistor has to be done such that the amplifier operates over the linear region. 

A Class A power amplifier is one in which the output current flows for the entire cycle of the AC 
input supply. Hence the complete signal present at the input is amplified at the output. The 
following figure shows the circuit diagram for Class A Power amplifier. 



 
From the above figure, it can be observed that the transformer is present at the collector as a load. 
The use of transformer permits the impedance matching, resulting in the transference of maximum 
power to the load e.g. loud speaker.The operating point of this amplifier is present in the linear 
region. It is so selected that the current flows for the entire ac input cycle. The below figure 
explains the selection of operating point. 

 
The output characteristics with operating point Q is shown in the figure above. Here (Ic)Q and 
(Vce)Q represent no signal collector current and voltage between collector and emitter respectively. 
When signal is applied, the Q-point shifts to Q1 and Q2. The output current increases to (Ic)max and 
decreases to (Ic)min. Similarly, the collector-emitter voltage increases to (Vce)max and decreases to 
(Vce)min. 

D.C. Power drawn from collector battery Vcc is given by 

Pin=voltage×current=VCC(IC)QPin=voltage×current=VCC(IC)Q 
 

 Power dissipated in the collector load as heat is given by 
PRC=(current)2×resistance=(IC)2QRCPRC=(current)2×resistance=(IC)Q2RC 

 

 



 Power given to transistor is given by 

Ptr=Pin PRC=VCC (IC)2QRC (IC)Q2RC 
 

 A.C. Power developed across load resistors RC which constitutes the a.c. power output. 

(PO)ac=I2RC=V2RC=(Vm2  

)21RC=V2m2RC(PO)ac=I2RC=V2RC=(Vm2)21RC=Vm22RC 
Where I is the R.M.S. value of a.c. output current through load, V is the R.M.S. value of a.c. 

voltage, and Vm is the maximum value of V. 

 The D.C. power dissipated by the transistor (collector region) in the form of heat, i.e., (PC)dc 

We have represented the whole power flow in the following diagram. 

 
 

This class A power amplifier can amplify small signals with least distortion and the output will be 
an exact replica of the input with increased strength. 

Let us now try to draw some expressions to represent efficiencies. 

Overall Efficiency 
The overall efficiency of the amplifier circuit is given by 

( )overall=a.cpowerdeliveredtotheloadtotalpowerdeliveredbyd.csupply
totheloadtotalpowerdeliveredbyd.csupply 

=(PO)ac(Pin)dc=(PO)ac(Pin)dc 

Collector Efficiency 
The collector efficiency of the transistor is defined as 

( )collector=averagea.cpoweroutputaveraged.cpowerinputtotransistor
utputaveraged.cpowerinputtotransistor 

=(PO)ac(Ptr)dc=(PO)ac(Ptr)dc 

Expression for overall efficiency 
(PO)ac=Vrms×Irms(PO)ac=Vrms×Irms 

=12 [(Vce)max (Vce)min2]×12
[(IC)max (IC)min2]  

=[(Vce)max (Vce)min]×[(IC)max (IC)min]8  
 

 



Therefore 

( )overall=[(Vce)max (Vce)min]×[(IC)max (IC)min]8×VCC(IC)Q
 

Advantages of Class A Amplifiers 
 

 The current flows for complete input cycle 

 It can amplify small signals 

 The output is same as input 

 No distortion is present 

Disadvantages of Class A Amplifiers 
 

 Low power output 

 Low collector efficiency 

TRANSFORMER COUPLED CLASS-A POWER AMPLIFIER 

The class A power amplifier as discussed in the previous chapter, is the circuit in which the output 
current flows for the entire cycle of the AC input supply. We also have learnt about the 
disadvantages it has such as low output power and efficiency. In order to minimize those effects, 
the transformer coupled class A power amplifier has been introduced. 

The construction of class A power amplifier can be understood with the help of below figure. 
This is similar to the normal amplifier circuit but connected with a transformer in the collector load. 

 
 

Here R1 and R2 provide potential divider arrangement. The resistor Re provides stabilization, Ce is 
the bypass capacitor and Re to prevent a.c. voltage. The transformer used here is a step-down 
transformer. The high impedance primary of the transformer is connected to the high impedance 
collector circuit. The low impedance secondary is connected to the load (generally loud speaker). 



Transformer Action 
The transformer used in the collector circuit is for impedance matching. RL is the load connected in 
the secondary of a transformer. RL  

The number of turns in the primary are n1 and the secondary are n2. Let V1and V2 be the primary 
and secondary voltages and I1 and I2 be the primary and secondary currents respectively. The below 
figure shows the transformer clearly. 

 
 

We know that 

V1V2=n1n2andI1I2=n1n2V1V2=n1n2andI1I2=n1n2 
Or 

V1=n1n2V2andI1=n1n2I2V1=n1n2V2andI1=n1n2I2 
Hence 

V1I1=(n1n2)2V2I2V1I1=(n1n2)2V2I2 
But V1/I1 = RL effective input resistance 

And V2/I2 = RL = effective output resistance 

Therefore, 

R L=(n1n2)2RL=n2RL  
Where 

n=numberofturnsinprimarynumberofturnsinsecondary=n1n2n=numberofturnsinprimarynumberoftur
nsinsecondary=n1n2 

A power amplifier may be matched by taking proper turn ratio in step down transformer. 

Circuit Operation 
If the peak value of the collector current due to signal is equal to zero signal collector current, then 
the maximum a.c. power output is obtained. So, in order to achieve complete amplification, the 
operating point should lie at the center of the load line. 

The operating point obviously varies when the signal is applied. The collector voltage varies in 
opposite phase to the collector current. The variation of collector voltage appears across the 
primary of the transformer. 

 
 



Circuit Analysis 
The power loss in the primary is assumed to be negligible, as its resistance is very small. 

The input power under dc condition will be 

(Pin)dc=(Ptr)dc=VCC×(IC)Q(Pin)dc=(Ptr)dc=VCC×(IC)Q 
Under maximum capacity of class A amplifier, voltage swings from (Vce)max to zero and current 
from (Ic)max to zero. 

Hence 

Vrms=12 [(Vce)max (Vce)min2]=12 [(Vce)max2]=2VCC22 =VCC2
 

Irms=12 [(IC)max (IC)min2]=12 [(IC)max2]=2(IC)Q22 =(IC)Q2
 

Therefore, 

(PO)ac=Vrms×Irms=VCC2 ×(IC)Q2
=VCC×(IC)Q2(PO)ac=Vrms×Irms=VCC2×(IC)Q2=VCC×(IC)Q2 

Therefore, 

Collector Efficiency = (PO)ac(Ptr)dc(PO)ac(Ptr)dc 
Or, 

( )collector=VCC×(IC)Q2×VCC×(IC)Q=12  
=12×100=50%=12×100=50% 

The efficiency of a class A power amplifier is nearly than 30% whereas it has got improved to 50% 
by using the transformer coupled class A power amplifier. 

Advantages 
The advantages of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows. 

 No loss of signal power in the base or collector resistors. 

 Excellent impedance matching is achieved. 

 Gain is high. 

 DC isolation is provided. 

Disadvantages 
The disadvantages of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows. 

 Low frequency signals are less amplified comparatively. 

 Hum noise is introduced by transformers. 

 Transformers are bulky and costly. 

 Poor frequency response. 

Applications 
The applications of transformer coupled class A power amplifier are as follows. 

 This circuit is where impedance matching is the main criterion. 

 These are used as driver amplifiers and sometimes as output amplifiers. 

 

 



CLASS B POWER AMPLIFIER: 

Class B Operation 

The biasing of the transistor in class B operation is in such a way that at zero signal condition, there 
will be no collector current. The operating point is selected to be at collector cut off voltage. So, 
when the signal is applied, only the positive half cycle is amplified at the output. 

The figure below shows the input and output waveforms during class B operation. 

 
 

When the signal is applied, the circuit is forward biased for the positive half cycle of the input and 
hence the collector current flows. But during the negative half cycle of the input, the circuit is 
reverse biased and the collector current will be absent. Hence only the positive half cycle is 
amplified at the output. 

As the negative half cycle is completely absent, the signal distortion will be high. Also, when the 
applied signal increases, the power dissipation will be more. But when compared to class A power 
amplifier, the output efficiency is increased. 

Well, in order to minimize the disadvantages and achieve low distortion, high efficiency and high 
output power, the push-pull configuration is used in this class B amplifier. 

Class B Push-Pull Amplifier 
Though the efficiency of class B power amplifier is higher than class A, as only one half cycle of 
the input is used, the distortion is high. Also, the input power is not completely utilized. In order to 
compensate these problems, the push-pull configuration is introduced in class B amplifier. 

Construction 
The circuit of a push-pull class B power amplifier consists of two identical transistors T1 and 
T2 whose bases are connected to the secondary of the center-tapped input transformer Tr1. The 
emitters are shorted and the collectors are given the VCC supply through the primary of the output 
transformer Tr2. 

The circuit arrangement of class B push-pull amplifier, is same as that of class A push-pull 
amplifier except that the transistors are biased at cut off, instead of using the biasing resistors. The 
figure below gives the detailing of the construction of a push-pull class B power amplifier. 



 
 

The circuit operation of class B push pull amplifier is detailed below. 

Operation 
The circuit of class B push-pull amplifier shown in the above figure clears that both the 
transformers are center-tapped. When no signal is applied at the input, the transistors T1 and T2 are 
in cut off condition and hence no collector currents flow. As no current is drawn from VCC, no 
power is wasted. 

When input signal is given, it is applied to the input transformer Tr1 which splits the signal into two 
signals that are 180o out of phase with each other. These two signals are given to the two identical 
transistors T1 and T2. For the positive half cycle, the base of the transistor T1 becomes positive and 
collector current flows. At the same time, the transistor T2 has negative half cycle, which throws the 
transistor T2 into cutoff condition and hence no collector current flows. The waveform is produced 
as shown in the following figure. 

 
 

For the next half cycle, the transistor T1 gets into cut off condition and the transistor T2 gets into 
conduction, to contribute the output. Hence for both the cycles, each transistor conducts alternately. 
The output transformer Tr3 serves to join the two currents producing an almost undistorted output 
waveform. 

Power Efficiency of Class B Push-Pull Amplifier 
The current in each transistor is the average value of half sine loop. 

For half sine loop, Idc is given by 



Idc=(IC) Idc=  
Therefore, 

(pin)dc=2×[(IC) ×VCC]  
Here factor 2 is introduced as there are two transistors in push-pull amplifier. 

R.M.S. value of collector current = (IC)max/2 (IC)max/2 
R.M.S. value of output voltage = VCC/2 VCC/2 
Under ideal conditions of maximum power 

Therefore, 

(PO)ac=(IC)max2 ×VCC2 =(IC)max×VCC2(PO)ac=(IC)max2×VCC2=(IC)max×VCC2 
Now overall maximum efficiency 

=(PO)ac(Pin)dc  
=(IC)max×VCC2× 2(IC)max×VCC  

= 4=0.785=78.5%  
The collector efficiency would be the same. 

Hence the class B push-pull amplifier improves the efficiency than the class A push-pull amplifier. 

Complementary Symmetry Push-Pull Class B Amplifier 
The push pull amplifier which was just discussed improves efficiency but the usage of center-
tapped transformers makes the circuit bulky, heavy and costly. To make the circuit simple and to 
improve the efficiency, the transistors used can be complemented, as shown in the following circuit 
diagram. 

 
The above circuit employs a NPN transistor and a PNP transistor connected in push pull 
configuration. When the input signal is applied, during the positive half cycle of the input signal, 
the NPN transistor conducts and the PNP transistor cuts off. During the negative half cycle, the 
NPN transistor cuts off and the PNP transistor conducts. In this way, the NPN transistor amplifies 
during positive half cycle of the input, while PNP transistor amplifies during negative half cycle of 
the input. As the transistors are both complement to each other, yet act symmetrically while being 
connected in push pull configuration of class B, this circuit is termed as Complementary 
symmetry push pull class B amplifier. 

 

Advantages 
The advantages of Complementary symmetry push pull class B amplifier are as follows. 

 As there is no need of center tapped transformers, the weight and cost are reduced. 

 Equal and opposite input signal voltages are not required. 



Disadvantages 
The disadvantages of Complementary symmetry push pull class B amplifier are as follows. 

 It is difficult to get a pair of transistors (NPN and PNP) that have similar characteristics. 

 We require both positive and negative supply voltages. 

Cross-over Distortion 
In the push-pull configuration, the two identical transistors get into conduction, one after the other 
and the output produced will be the combination of both. When the signal changes or crosses over 
from one transistor to the other at the zero voltage point, it produces an amount of distortion to the 
output wave shape. For a transistor in order to conduct, the base emitter junction should cross 0.7v, 
the cut off voltage. The time taken for a transistor to get ON from OFF or to get OFF from ON state 
is called the transition period. At the zero voltage point, the transition period of switching over the 
transistors from one to the other, has its effect which leads to the instances where both the 
transistors are OFF at a time. Such instances can be called as Flat spot or Dead band on the output 
wave shape. 

 
The above figure clearly shows the cross over distortion which is prominent in the output 
waveform. This is the main disadvantage. This cross over distortion effect also reduces the overall 
peak to peak value of the output waveform which in turn reduces the maximum power output. This 
can be more clearly understood through the non-linear characteristic of the waveform as shown 
below. 

 
 

It is understood that this cross-over distortion is less pronounced for large input signals, where as it 
causes severe disturbance for small input signals. This cross over distortion can be eliminated if the 

the same time. This idea leads to the invention of class AB amplifier, which is the combination of 
both class A and class B amplifiers, as discussed below. 



Class AB Power Amplifier 
As the name implies, class AB is a combination of class A and class B type of amplifiers. As class 
A has the problem of low efficiency and class B has distortion problem, this class AB is emerged to 
eliminate these two problems, by utilizing the advantages of both the classes. 

The cross over distortion is the problem that occurs when both the transistors are OFF at the same 
instant, during the transition period. In order to eliminate this, the condition has to be chosen for 
more than one half cycle. Hence, the other transistor gets into conduction, before the operating 
transistor switches to cut off state. This is achieved only by using class AB configuration, as shown 
in the following circuit diagram. 

 
Therefore, in class AB amplifier design, each of the push-pull transistors is conducting for slightly 
more than the half cycle of conduction in class B, but much less than the full cycle of conduction of 
class A. The conduction angle of class AB amplifier is somewhere between 180o to 360o depending 
upon the operating point selected. This is understood with the help of below figure. 

 
The small bias voltage given using diodes D1 and D2, as shown in the above figure, helps the 
operating point to be above the cutoff point. Hence the output waveform of class AB results as seen 
in the above figure. The crossover distortion created by class B is overcome by this class AB, as 
well the inefficiencies of cl  

 

So, the class AB is a good compromise between class A and class B in terms of efficiency and 
linearity having the efficiency reaching about 50% to 60%. The class A, B and AB amplifiers are 
called as linear amplifiers because the output signal amplitude and phase are linearly related to the 
input signal amplitude and phase. 



Class C Power Amplifier 
When the collector current flows for less than half cycle of the input signal, the power amplifier is 
known as class C power amplifier. The efficiency of class C amplifier is high while linearity is 
poor. The conduction angle for class C is less than 180o. It is generally around 90o, which means 
the transistor remains idle for more than half of the input signal. So, the output current will be 
delivered for less time compared to the application of input signal. The following figure shows the 
operating point and output of a class C amplifier. 

 
 

This kind of biasing gives a much improved efficiency of around 80% to the amplifier, but 
introduces heavy distortion in the output signal. Using the class C amplifier, the pulses produced at 
its output can be converted to complete sine wave of a particular frequency by using LC circuits in 
its collector circuit. 
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Concepts of feedback: Classification of feedback amplifiers, general characteristics of Negative 


